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House Resolution 799

By: Representatives Parrish of the 156th, Powell of the 29th, Channell of the 116th, Stephens

of the 164th, Shaw of the 176th, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Kenzie Theus; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, on March 21, 2009, Kenize Theus represented Georgia Military College2

Preparatory School at the State Literary Meet; and 3

WHEREAS, Kenize placed first in the regional tournament and excelled at the state level,4

earning first place for Class AAAA while competing against the toughest in the state; and5

WHEREAS, currently a junior, this year's competition was Kenzie's second appearance at6

the State Championships competing in the girls dramatic interpretation category; and 7

WHEREAS, competitors in the dramatic interpretation category are required to choose a8

piece from literature, poetry, drama, or other prose and memorize and perform their9

selection; and 10

WHEREAS, students in the competition are judged based on preparation, communication,11

vocal technique, and visible technique; and 12

WHEREAS, Kenzie brilliantly preformed Bill Cosby's "The Same Thing Happens Every13

Night" to earn the top ranking in the state; and 14

WHEREAS, Kenizie has earned a well-deserved reputation for excellence by performing15

with accuracy and dedication over months of training and preparation; and 16

WHEREAS, the State of Georgia looks with great anticipation toward the future of this17

bright and promising young citizen.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that19

the members of this body heartily commend Kenzie Theus for her spectacular literary20
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endeavors and express to her their most sincere best wishes for continued success in the21

future.22

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized23

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Kenzie Theus.24


